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PRESS  RELEASE 
 
The new rotary table concept of Braunform GmbH offers many advantages to 

customers. While the “Braunform classic line” offers the best value for money 

without special options the “Braunform vision line” leaves nothing to be 

desired.  

 

The rotary table technique of Braunform offers all opportunities to work with multi-

component tools, yet more imaginative, faster and more efficiently, and this in 

continuous use over years. An excellent investment - and for good reason: The 

enduring quality of the rotary table with an accompanying low maintenance 

requirement results in long operating times and reduces costly downtimes and 

maintenance intervals. 

 

The water connectors positioned at the front side of the turning plate result in a 

standard flexible water supply. As an option a direct transfer to the tool is possible. 

Furthermore, tool changing without adapter is easy as no special adaption of the tool 

on the turntable is necessary. This is fast and efficient. And not to forget: as standard 

the long lasting rotary table of Braunform offers characteristics such as short turning 

times, a very low profile, high coolant flow, an integrated self-lubricating system or a 

covered turning cross. Since 1990 Braunform has developed an extremely efficient 

system that allows customers to save costs. 

 

The new rotary table concept provides a breakdown of the program into Braunform 

classic line and Braunform vision line. The classic line up to BRT 1000 shows in the 
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usual high quality and disposes of a selection of six standardized media delivery 

systems. Alternatively, you can choose between a hydraulic and servo motor. The 

best value for money is guaranteed. The Braunform vision line includes all rotary 

tables with additional options on request and includes the series BRT 1100 to 1400.  

 

Due to a wide range of options and choices amongst others an electrical signal 

transmission or additional media supplies an individually perfectly adapted rotary 

table can be configured. This rotary table package is completed by the individual 

customer service.  

 

The offer ranges from efficient design, engineering and functional testing to assembly 

drawings and spare parts service. An operating and maintenance manual is 

mandatory. For consultation or a detailed quotation an inquiry form and 3D models 

are at your disposal at the Braunform website. In addition, on FAKUMA 2012 in 

Friedrichshafen freshly printed brochures can be taken. 
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Text:  
The Braunform rotary table represents highest quality. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
text:  
the Braunform rotary table in continous 
operation over years – fast and efficient 
 



 

Braunform at a Glance     █████████████████████████████████████ 

 

Founded in 1977, the Braunform Group is considered to be one of the most innovative service 
providers of tool and die manufacturing in the plastics processing industry today. The company is 
distinguished by its profound understanding of technology and customer requirements, its high sense 
of awareness for quality, and the courage it has for continuous change  
 
The enterprise stands for Full Service Engineering in tool and die manufacturing, with a technical 
center and clean-room production facilities. The fully air-conditioned mold designer and constructor 
belongs to the worldwide leading companies in this area. Braunform is characterised as an ideal 
partner for new product ideas with thermoplastics, TPE, silicon and ceramics, by its high technological 
competencies in the sector of multi-component technology and MED-molds®. 
 
The company is specialized in the manufacturing of multi-component molds, multi-component 
tools, high precision molds, molds for the medical industry (MED-molds®), stack molds, as 
well as fast rotary tables (up to 1,400 mm diameter).  
 
As an acknowledged systems supplier, Braunform offers integrated, custom-designed systems 
solutions with long life cycles in tool and die technology: from the first steps in development up to 
sophisticated manufacturing. 
 
There are machines available for injection molding in the clean room, in accordance with ISO 7 und 
8, with clamping forces ranging from 650 to 2,000 kN with Laminar Flow Facilities, as well as 
automated assembly and stamping systems. In the Technical Center, customers may use injection 
molding machines with clamping forces ranging from 250 to 2,750 kN, available with both 2 
component (with silicon injection) and 3 component applications for pre-series manufacturing. 
 
The industries Braunform services include: 

 Personal Care 
 Pharmaceutical + Medical 
 Consumer Goods 
 Automobile 
 Electronics 
 Sealing and Packaging 
 Sanitary and Health. 

 
High quality requirements, manufacturing methods and an organisation with its own patent team 
illustrate the companies future-oriented and dynamic way of thinking which all serve to improve  the 
profitibality of customers. 
 
The high demands in quality, the level of experience and the references of Braunform all stand for 
process-assured and cost effective solutions, the performance of which is proven in daily 
manufacturing and all of which are oriented to reduce price per part. The main focus is always on 
process assurance, shorter cycle times, increasing output quantities and all at the highest of 
quality  – Made in Germany. 
 
Braunform is a long-term oriented, family-owned company. This is illustrated through a high 
reinvestment quotient and in a trainee percentage of 15% of the regular workforce. 
 
Braunform – Innovation. Quality. Reliability. 
 

 

 


